TO GET THE MAXIMUM VALUE FROM THIS WORKSHOP, PLEASE PRINT THIS ACTION GUIDE NOW

3 TIPS TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS TRAINING...

1. PRINT THIS HANDOUT SO YOU CAN TAKE NOTES DURING THIS TRAINING WORKSHOP

2. THINK OF HOW TO QUICKLY IMPLEMENT THE TECHNIQUES REVEALED FROM THIS TRAINING INTO YOUR SURVIVAL PLAN

3. MAKE A DEADLINE TO COMPLETE AT LEAST 3 TIPS REVEALED DURING THE TRAINING
5 “NO B.S.” SURVIVAL THREATS THE AVERAGE CITIZEN HAS NO CLUE ABOUT:

1. __________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________

4. __________________________________________________

5. __________________________________________________

Q: Which Of These Threats Is Most Concerning To YOU? (Circle One)
WHAT TO **REALLY** EXPECT IN THE 72-HOUR AFTERMATH OF A MAJOR DISASTER:

**DAY 1**
- 
- 

**DAY 2**
- 
- 

**DAY 3**
- 
-
THE SURVIVAL "BATTLEFIELD"
HOW TO PLAN FOR ALL “5 PHASES” OF A DISASTER (WHILE MOST PEOPLE AREN’T EVEN PREPARED FOR 1!)

Q: WHICH IS THE #1 MOST CRITICAL PHASE TO PREP FOR?
“PREPPING FOR PENNIES”: (OR “HOW TO STUFF YOUR ENTIRE HOME INTO A KIT THE SIZE OF A FLUFFY PILLOW”)
THE ULTIMATE SURVIVAL “SECURITY PLAN” IN A DISASTER OR CRISIS IS ________________!

“OPSEC” = “______________________”

1. _______ ____! (UNLESS YOU HAVE A “_______ _______”.)
2. SCRUB YOUR _________!
3. OPTIONAL: HAVE AN “____________ ___________ _______” READY.

“BOBSEC” = “______________________”

1. TWO WORDS TO WRITE ON YOUR SURVIVAL KIT: “_______ ____________”
2. THE “COLLAPSE KILLER” ANTIDOTE: “___” _________ BUT NOT “_____” _________!
FOLLOW-UP Q&A NOTES: